The Fresnel transform imaging method with a nonlinear field gradient for phase encoding has a great property that it can diffuse the noise contained in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signal. But we cannot find any diffuseness of the noise, when we fix the signal matrix size to reconstruct images. However, if we prepare suitable area for the noise diffusing by zero-filling technique before reconstructing images in this method, the spectrum of noise will evenly distribute over all the zero filled area, on the other hand, we can obtain a multi-resolution type image, because the image frequency is split into equal intervals. After removing the noise by a threshold filter in the multi-resolution space, returning the denoised signal to beginning space by taking a series of inverseprocesses and reconstructing it with usual Fresnel transform imaging method, we can obtain an MR image that the noise is greatly improved, whereas the deterioration in spatial resolution is hardly caused.
Introduction
The effectiveness of MR images is rising as a diagnosis way in current medical treatment field. However, it is a traditional and important problem how to get high signal to noise ratio (SNR) images, especially for finding the cancer and tumor etc. at the early stage.
General purpose MR imaging systems use Fourier transform imaging method for reconstructing images, which use a linear field gradient for phase encoding. On the other hand, the Fresnel transform imaging method use a nonlinear field for phase encoding. So, the noise contained in NMR signal is modulated by quadratic phase and diffuses in image reconstruction process. However, the noise diffusion cannot be found, when we reconstruct images with fixed matrix size. Then, if we reconstruct images after preparing suitable area with zero-filling technique into the signal, the noise spectrum will be able to evenly distribute over the zero-filled space, and the image frequency of signal is split in equal intervals and its spectrum appears as a multi-resolution type image. In the image space, if we remove the noise with a simple threshold filter, most of noise can be removed, and the image information can be excellently well kept. When we return the denoised signal to beginning space and reconstruct it by usual Fresnel transform imaging technique, we can obtain an MR image whose SNR is greatly improved.
In this paper, we describe a new MR image denoising method, which use zero-filling technique in the Fresnel transform imaging method, compare its effectiveness with standard Wiener filtering and Wavelet Wiener filtering on SNR improvement and deterioration in spatial resolution, and verify its power by experiment.
Zero-filling Fresnel Transform Method 1. Fresnel Transform Method
The signal expression when the x − y plane is scanned by the Fresnel transform imaging technique is given as follows [1] .
where ρ(x, y) is the spin density distribution in the plane at z = 0, γ is the magnetogyric ratio, b is a constant decided by the size and ampere-turns etc. of the quadratic nonlinear field generation coil, τ is a time when the quadratic nonlinear field is applied, and (x ′ , y ′ ) is coordinates where the center of the quadratic nonlinear field is located. We explain its one dimensional case to simplify following descriptions. Expanding and rearranging the index term of the exponential function in Eq. (1), we can obtain Eq. (2). Where n(x ′ ) is the noise element. 
The integral part of Eq. (2) shows phase-scrambled Fourier signal expression [2] , thus, if we multiply the phase-scrambled Fourier signal by a quadratic phase term e −jγbτ x ′2 , the Fresnel transform signal can be easily generated. After Eq. (2) is multiplied by e jγbτ x ′2 and taken Fourier transfrom, the spin density distribution can be obtained as follows.
where, ω x = 2γbτ x is assumed, ̥ means Fourier transform, and the image resolution ∆x is given by π/(γbτ N ∆x ′ ) [3] , ∆x ′ is scan step of the quadratic nonlinear field, N is data points of signal.
Zero-filling Technique for Denoising
Although n(x ′ ) is modulated by e jγbτ x ′2 and Fourier transformed as shown in Eq. (3), we can't find any of its transitions, when an image is reconstructed by fixed matrix size, because the diffused noise backs to the original space. For the noise diffusing, before reconstructing image we take the zero-filling technique to the signal as shown in Fig.1 . It shows denoising algorithm, and consists of 1) Data interpolation After we put some suitable zero data into the Fourier space of the signal, as shown in (c) → (e)(called zero-filling), and take inverse Fourier transform to it, an interpolated Fresnel transform signal (f) can be generated. At this time, the data matrix size becomes mN , where m is a magnification number of matrix size; 2) Image reconstruction from interpolated signal When (f) is reconstructed by Fresnel transform image method as Eq. (3), an aspect of multi-resolution type image (h) can be obtain, where the noise spectrum diffuses over all area and the image frequency is split in equal intervals((f ) → (h)). For example, Fig.2(B) shows the aspect in stage (h) by Shepp-Logan model [4] as (A), and (C) shows the frequency corresponding to each band as shown (B), for m = D i = 4, where, D i is ∆x ′ to ∆x ratio; 3) Denoising The noise spectrum will evenly diffuse over all zero-filled space [5] , if we set D i as same with m. Under this condition, after we take a filtering in stage (h), most of noise can be removed. In this paper, we discuss the results obtained using simple threshold filter; 4) Usual Fresnel transform image reconstruction Afterwards, returning the denoised data to the beginning space (c) through the series of inverse processes, and reconstructing it by usual Fresnel transform imaging technique, we can expect to obtain an image whose SNR is greatly improved, and spatial resolution is hardly deteriorated((c) → (a)). Thereafter, we refer to this denoising algorithm to be ZFR(Zero-filling Fresnel transform Reconstruction) method for simplifying the following descriptions.
Denoising Effectiveness
For verifying the denoising effectiveness by ZFR method, we implemented simulations on SNR improvement and deterioration in spatial resolution, when it used of 10 kinds of Fresnel signals from chest, head, pelvis and Shepp-Logan [4] model images by computer with D i = m = 4, which is best condition for denoising [5] , and the threshold filter as follows.
where, ρ mi (x, y) and ρf (x, y) are spectrum before removing noise and after removing noise, σ m n is the standard deviations of noise which is calculated by the background noise in the aspect space, and p is a threshold level. According to the trade-off between the loss of image energy and the removal of noise, we use p = 1.8, which is the best for improving SNR, and the Gaussian type white noise refer to Ref. [5] , to discuss in this paper. The average result of SNR improvements from 10 image models is shown in Fig.3 , which are calculated with σ in to σ out ratio, where, σ in to σ out are the standard deviation of input noise and of difference between original image and output image. And, for comparing it with other denoising methods, we show the results by standard Wiener filtering and Wavelet Wiener filtering [6, 7] in same figure, too. The Wiener filter is given as follows,
On SNR Improvement
where, P ′ s (k) and P n (k) are the power spectra of signal with noise and of only noise, and those were used in the Fourier space of images. The Wavelet Wiener filtering means the Wiener filter of Eq. 5 was used in the development space inWavelet transform, where, the Wavelet space was developed using Daubechies Wavelet transform by 10th order in 2 level. Fig.3 shows that the input image SNR is of the order of 9∼100. From these results, we can see ZFR method is the best in the three methods on SNR improvement. 
On Deterioration in Spatial Resolution
If ρ r has no deterioration, one dimension of MTF is a rectangular function as shown in solid line, which has a same width as the image matrix size with amplitude of 1. Thus, its PSF is a sinc function; else it is a curve with a peak as shown in broken line, and the PSF is a shape that looks like a sinc function. Where, we assume FWHM of sinc function is to be A and the other to be B. So, the deterioration extents can be roughly evaluated by A/B. For example, at A/B=0.5 means the spatial resolution of ρ r is worsen to twice of A.
The deterioration extent of reconstructed image by ZFR method is the best in above mentioned three denoising methods for the same noisy signal. Fig.5 shows the extent of deterioration in spatial resolution for six models, when the input image SNR is 14. From Fig.5 , we can see the ZFR method hardly deteriorate in image spatial resolution. Fig.6 shows an example of processed results by each denoising methods, when the SNR of input image is 14 using head model as (a). Figures (a), (b) , (c), and (d) show high SNR original image, noisy image, processed image by ZFR method, by standard Wiener filtering and by Wavelet Wiener filtering, respectively. Comparing image (c) with the others, we can see the noise greatly removed and the spatial resolution hardly deteriorated, and image (a) with (d), (e), we can see (d) appears some dim and (e) has some local prominent noise. 
Experiment
We also applied ZFR method to experiment data for verifying its effectiveness. The experimental data was acquired by an ultra-low filed MR imaging system, under conditions as shown in Table 1 . And, in order to show ZFR method is applicable to the phase-scrambled Fourier transform (PSFT) signal too, we acquired the data with PSFT imaging method. Fig.7 shows the processed images when the object was used a pig's pettitoes. Comparing (b) with (c) and (d), we can see (b) is the sharpest, and with (a), we can see most of the noise was removed, whereas the spatial resolution was not degraded. Thus, the ZFR method is superior to others is verified by the experiment. Therewith, we also verified the ZFR method can be applied to the PSFT imaging technique from the experimental result, too. 
Conclusion
We described a new MR denoising method, which is introduced zero-filling technique and used the characteristic of noise diffusing in Fresnel transform image reconstruction technique. Its effectiveness was quantitatively confirmed on SNR improvement and extent of deterioration in spatial resolution, and on comparing with standard Wiener filtering and Wavelet Wiener filtering, which are used well for improving image quality. Also, its power for denoising method can be seen from the results applying this method to the experimental data. And it is applicable to phase-scrambled Fourier transform image reconstruction technique was verified by the experiment. As for the problem in the future, the application to a general medical image is enumerated.
